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Burlington community foundation:
Strengthening Burlington with
Gifts that Give Forever
When people give, our community experts will help ensure their gift responds to Burlington’s most
pressing needs by supporting health and social services, arts and culture, education, recreation and
the environment. Donors can have ongoing involvement with their gift or direct it to be distributed
to specific charities. Funds can address needs in an area of personal interest or provide a local
scholarship. An unrestricted donation can be used to support the Foundation’s operations or a
broad range of other charitable needs.
We create permanent community improvements through the expressed legacies of our city’s
generous donors.
We do all this to advance the quality of life in Burlington to be the very best in Canada.
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Introducing Burlington
Community Foundation’s
Vital Signs® 2012
Poverty, mental health and youth issues deeply affect people in Burlington. But, because we
are a prosperous community, these problems are not always visible. Vital Signs® is a community
check-up conducted by community foundations across Canada. It is coordinated nationally by
Community Foundations of Canada.
Vital Signs builds on partnerships with a broad range of community members and
organizations who have contributed to the development of this report. Burlington’s Vital Signs
is an initiative of the Burlington Community Foundation.
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Message from the
Executive Director and Chair
Welcoming. Growing. Safe.
A passionate group of 800 Canadians who worked in the grain and lumber
trades and lived on the shore of Lake Ontario first came together almost 140
years ago. These neighbours rallied to have their fledgling community of
Burlington incorporated as a village. Many of these pioneering community
advocates were immigrants, some old and many young. What brought them
together was an enthusiasm for the lives they’d built and the community
they’d established, a veritable jewel on the lake. As a public foundation
created by and for the people of Burlington, we help people, corporations
and agencies accomplish their charitable goals and address our city’s most
pressing needs. Together with our volunteers, donors and supporters,
Burlington Community Foundation works to make our city more vital,
welcoming and supportive. To accomplish our mission, we first need to better
understand the community: our strengths as well as areas of need. This is why
we have created our first-ever community report. Vital Signs is a community
check-up that evaluates Burlington as a place to live, work, learn and grow by
identifying trends that are critical to our quality of life.
Across Canada, more than 180 local foundations are members of
Community Foundations of Canada and, each year, a growing number of
foundations measure the quality of local life, identify trends and share action
opportunities in this format. Using data from local agencies, business leaders
and community members, this report documents key indicators including the
gap between rich and poor, where we stand with health and wellness, arts
and culture, the environment, youth, newcomers, and much more.
Vital Signs represents our largest mobilization effort to date – with in
person and virtual gatherings of citizens and community leaders through 1:1
interviews, agency round tables, a telephone survey of 300 residents and an
on-line survey. Researching both quantitative and qualitative insights, we’ve
uncovered current trends and vital information that is critical to addressing
Burlington’s highest priority needs.
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This milestone in community engagement would not have happened without
the support of many generous individuals, agencies and corporations
who gave of their time and support. We have been overwhelmed by the
generosity with which people, corporations and agencies have shared
their expertise and resources to make this report truly the work of many.
In particular, our thanks to those who completed face-to-face, on-line and
telephone surveys, and to the community agencies staff participating in our
three roundtables. A sincere thanks goes to FirstOntario Credit Union, our
Vital Sponsor, Hamilton Spectator, our media sponsor, the Burlington Post for
their continued support of all our initiatives, and to both Strategic Direction
and OraclePoll Research Ltd. for the quantitative and qualitative research.
Community Foundations of Canada and our colleagues at a number of
foundations shared their insights and best practices. The entire team at
PLAY Advertising has been inspiring in their dedication to this initiative.
Burlingtonians have much to take pride in. From 2008-2011, Maclean’s
named Halton Region as the safest place to live in the GTA. And this year,
MoneySense magazine ranked Burlington as the second best place to live in
Canada. Even within our community of relative affluence, security and safety,
there is hidden disparity and people in need. Which is why with Vital Signs
we’ve started a conversation to help make our city an even better place for
the young, the old, newcomers and everyone in between.

Colleen Mulholland,
Executive Director,
Burlington Community
Foundation

Tim Dobbie,
Chair,
Board of Directors,
Burlington Community
Foundation

	The Research
The research contained in this reports was the result of a truly
collaborative process with research experts at a variety of
organizations, both locally, regionally and nationally; as well as our
own local community agencies, organizations and community leaders.
We thank all of you for your time and passion in helping us shape this
report. The research process was unique and comprehensive:

•

Roundtables with community agencies and organizations

•

Interviews with community leaders

•

Contact and visits to local organizations

•

Review and analysis of Statistics Canada and Census data

•

Review and analysis of research reports from local agencies
and organizations*

•

On-line residents survey

Additionally, we conducted a survey of 300 Burlington residents.
The “Taking Your Pulse” survey was conducted by OraclePoll
Research Ltd. Results provide a snapshot view of the perceptions that
Burlingtonians have of their community.
With respect to Statistics Canada, the 2011 data was limited and
therefore in most circumstances we have used 2006 data.

This report is also available on burlingtonfoundation.org/vital-signs.
*Sources reviewed and used are appended
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The Face of Our Community
Growing but Slower
Burlington continues to grow, ahead of Ontario, but at a lower rate with
less persons per household. It trails slightly behind Oakville, while Milton
continues to see explosive growth. Consequently, our regional share of
population is projected to decline, from 37% in 2006 to 29% in 2021.

BURLINGTON: THE JEWEL ON
THE LAKE SHINES BRIGHTLY
Nestled on the shore of Lake Ontario and surrounded by stunning conservation
lands and green spaces, Burlington is not only one of the most beautiful places
in which to live, it also provides an unusually high standard of living. People in
Burlington enjoy income levels that are 20 percent higher than the provincial
average, and live in a community that is one of the safest. Burlington’s
business community generates a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) that is far
better than the national average and provides a rich culture of employment.
It is truly a jewel by the lake.

“Burlington’s strengths include a high overall quality of life and high economic and
education status, which affect so many health indicators...our satisfaction measures are
among the highest in Ontario.”

Dr. Bob Nosal, Medical Officer of Health, Halton Region
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Halton Region

Ontario	Halton Hills

Burlington	Oakville	Milton

Population

12,851,821

59,008

175,779

182,520

84,362

% growth (2006—11)

5.7%

6.7%

6.9%

10.5%

56.5%

One Person Households on the Rise
Households with 3 or more persons are on the decline while one
person households have increased by 82%, now accounting for
23% of all households. Two person households are still the dominant
household type at 34% of all households. And over 40% of the one person
households were occupied by seniors.

Although seniors are
living longer, most female
seniors outlive their male
counterparts – 2 out of 3
seniors over 85 are female.
1 in 10 Burlington seniors
live in poverty.

There
has been
a slight
decline in
married
couples in 2006 at
56%, but still higher
than Ontario at 52%.

burlington is aging
Almost 80,000 residents are over the age of 45 and
this trend is growing. The number of Burlington’s
Baby Boomers (those born between 1946 and 1964)
is increasing at a greater rate than Ontario and
now accounts for 45.2% of the population.

Those 80 years plus is the fastest growing group of seniors
Like other cities, Burlington is aging. The number of seniors over the age of 80
has grown almost 60% since 2001. The City of Burlington now has a larger share
of the low income senior population than other municipalities in Halton. In 2006
Burlington had 46% of the region’s seniors, and 54% of low income seniors.
According to Aging Actively in Burlington (2008), estimates show that 11% of all
seniors are living in poverty – approximately 3,300 people in 2006.

Recent newcomers with children are living primarily in the Millcroft and
Orchard neighbourhoods or in downtown Burlington.

Work & Careers
Burlington is working and a majority work within Halton.
Two thirds of residents over the age of 15 years plus are employed, higher
than Ontario levels at 62.8 percent.
66 % of working Burlingtonians work within the Halton region while 34% of
workers are commuting.
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth is more than double the Ontario
growth rate at 5.10 % versus 2.05%. The GDP per employed Burlington
worker is 18% higher than the Ontario average.

Limited
Awareness of
Rewarding
Career
Opportunities
According to the “Taking Your
Pulse” survey, despite the fact
that 66% of residents are
working within Halton, almost
half simply couldn’t answer or
didn’t have an opinion about
rewarding career opportunities
in this community, with similar
results for youth and newcomers.

Correspondingly, since 2009, there has been a 57% increase in services provided to
newcomers by the Halton Multicultural Council.
“I feel there are rewarding career
opportunities in Burlington”
“There will be a need for more child care services as many newcomers will not be
able to sponsor their parents any more…many grandparents were looking after their
grandchildren in order for the husband and wife to go to work.”

Environment
A City of Parkland
just a walk away
Burlington boasts 117 parks and
1468 hectares of parkland; houses
the internationally acclaimed
Royal Botanical Gardens and
is surrounded by numerous
Conservation Halton Lands and
private lands with public access,
such as the Bruce Trail. Almost
all children and youth live within
walking distance of a public park
and 1/3 walk, bike or rollerblade to
school every day.

Did you know that
Burlington’s 1468 hectares
of parkland is equivalent
to 3,303 “Football fields”?

Hamadi Almasri, Manager, Halton Multicultural Council
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Burlington is Tops at
Diverting Waste
Halton collects 1.18 tonnes of
waste* per household (2008)
and diverts more from landfill
than any of the other reporting
municipalities at 58%.

15,350

Safety

MULTI-UNIT BLUE BIN

2,462

We’re one of the safest in Ontario

GREEN CART

6,500

YARD WASTE

7,963

BLUE BOX

METAL & APPLIANCES
RESIDENTIAL WASTE DIVERTED

253
32,653

Halton is one of the safest regions amongst 15 Ontario
municipalities. According to the Ontario Municipal Benchmarking
Initiative 2009 Police Results, Halton has the lowest rate of crime and
highest rate of solving crimes.
93% of residents feel very safe or safe in their home, work, school and
in public places around the community.

Housing

95% of residents have at least one neighbor they know well enough to
ask for help.

House Prices High but less than other Halton cities
The average price of a home in Burlington is now $446,189 –

9% higher than the Ontario averages at $409,500.
Despite the housing prices in Burlington, 8 out of 10 residents own their own
homes, with 20% renting. Although ownership costs are higher than provincial
costs, Burlington is more affordable than the other Halton cities.
There is more financial pressure on single households who spend a greater
proportion of their household income on housing than couples.
Although renting in Burlington is affordable compared to most Halton cities,
vacancy rates are low at 1.3% which makes finding a home difficult.

Hamilton homes sales are increasing, and the average
home price is $298,108 – 33% less than Burlington.

“Burlington is clean and safe with access to arts and environmental
recreation options, and easy to get around by car.”
Burlington Resident, On-line Survey July 2012

Health & Wellness
we have good quality healthcare
In the “Taking Your Pulse” survey, 71% of Burlington residents agree/
strongly agree that Burlington provides quality health care services to
its residents.
When asked “Burlington provides seniors with good access to support
services and care”, 62% agree/strongly agree, with 25% of respondents
really not knowing.

Obesity Levels High
“Our biggest issue in Burlington is that we have to fight to find land and it is difficult to build an
affordable home. With an average house price of around $400,000 young people are moving to
Hamilton—they have a vibrant young adult community because rent and housing prices are so
much lower. This is why our sons and daughters are leaving Halton.”

Judy Worsley, Director, Partnerships and Planning, Habitat for Humanity, Halton
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While obesity and overweight levels in Halton are
slightly below Ontario levels they still represent 50%
of all Halton residents. The pattern of obesity though,
starts as young as 5 years old, where 1 in 5 of all 5 years olds are
considered overweight or obese (2006 and 2009).

Emergency Room Facts
According to the Joseph Brant Memorial
Hospital (JBMH) National Ambulatory
Care Reporting System report, the following Emergency
Room (ER) statistics are revealing:
Total ER visits to JBMH have increased by 2% (10/11 versus
11/12) at 47,390 visits.

Community Engagement:
Municipal Government
Interest

How do you rate your interest in politics at the
Municipal government level in Burlington?

Residents are polarized on interest in
local government. 35% of residents
claim to be interested in the workings
of local government while almost as
many are not.

ER visits for mental health issues for children and youth under
18 years have increased by 31% (10/11 versus 11/12).
1 in 4 visits to JBMH ER are by seniors over 65 years of age.
Visits have increased moderately at 5.7% (10/11 versus 11/12).

Burlington residents tend
to be generous, particularly
with giving financially –
and volunteerism has an
opportunity to grow in
this community.

Many touched by Mental
Health Issues
2/3 of Burlington Residents
have been touched by
mental health Issues

According to the “Taking Your
Pulse” survey, in over half the
instances family members are
involved and 1 in 5 residents has
friends who have had a mental health issue. Depression is by
far the primary disorder mentioned, followed by anxiety.

And they were generous in the amount they
donated to charities in the past year with 30%
donating $500 or more

Leadership & Belonging
Burlingtonians are in love
with their city
Almost 97% indicate they are very satisfied or satisfied
with life in Burlington.
85% have a strong sense of community spirit and pride.
85% say they are well connected with others in this community.
Source: “Taking Your Pulse Survey”, September 2012

Past 12 months

Generosity and
Volunteerism

Arts and Culture
According to the “Taking
Your Pulse” survey, 76%
of residents agree that Burlington has a
healthy arts and cultural base.

$500 +

$100 to $499

under $100

30%

43%

8%

In fact, 9 out of
10 actively enjoy
a variety of arts, cultural and entertainment
offerings locally and in the region. High on the
list are movies, music festivals and concerts as
well as visits to libraries.
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GAP BETWEEN RICH
AND POOR GROWING

Poverty Rate
Projected to Grow
Overshadowed by the affluence of the city
as a whole, there are individuals, families
and households living in low income or in
poverty. In the 2006 census, there were

Burlington is a prosperous and affluent community where
its individual, household and family median income is
20% higher than Ontario. Family Median Income in 2005
was $86,174.

12,000 low income
residents in Burlington
representing about 9.5%
of the total population.
over

Annual Income
meager for those
living in poverty

That number has increased by 25% since
the 2001 census.

the poverty
rate is projected to grow
by 24% to 15,909 residents and

Over the next decade

According to the Incomes and Poverty Report
for Halton, the following is the average income
thresholds by household type.

4,136 families.

Source: Projection developed from LICO and Stats
Canada 2006. See Definitions for details.

“Generally good picture and so many positives, but with a significant number of residents who are hurting
and in pain...we need to take everyone into account and provide the health and social supports required.”

Dr. Bob Nosal, Medical Officer of Health, Halton Region

Over 42% of Burlington
families made over $100,000
a year, compared to 30% of
the families in the province.
*Defined as making this annual income or less, before taxes.
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Citizens Unsure about Poverty and Those in Need
When asked “Do you feel the gap between the rich and poor in
Burlington is getting larger, smaller or staying the same”, views
were polarized, suggesting there are varying degrees of knowledge
about poverty.

According to the “Taking your Pulse” Survey, residents have varying levels of
concern about poverty in youth, seniors, newcomers and single mothers. It would
appear that there is more concern with seniors and single mothers in poverty than
poverty in youth and newcomers.
“Tell us how concerned you are about poverty amongst
youth, seniors, single mothers and newcomers.”

Youth seniors single
		mothers

47%

larger

2%

smaller

47%

about
the same

12%

don’t
know

newcomers

Very Concerned/ 35%
Concerned

57%

44%

32%

Neither

36%

26%

28%

22%

Completely
Unconcerned

34%

13%

15%

29%

Don’t Know

4%

4%

15%

17%

The Face of Poverty
31%

24%

24%

Newcomers

visible
minorities

unattached
individuals

In reality, the impact of
poverty is felt particularly
with the following groups:

“We need more dialogue around the common good, we’re an affluent community so
people don’t see clusters of low income and poverty, people struggling to make ends
meet…what are our expectations as a community?”

1 in 3 people in poverty is living in extremely constrained
circumstances only earning $10,000 – $15,000 per year.

Joey Edwardh, Executive Director, Community Development Halton
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single mothers struggle
Female single parents earn less than 50 cents for
every dollar made by their two-parent counterparts. This
creates additional pressure on the percent of income
spent on housing costs – with female single parents spending
over 50% for housing versus married couples at 30%

10% were using a food bank for the first time
45% depended on social assistance
15% of the food banks ran out of food during the survey period

Food Banks Struggle with Demand
There are pressures on Burlington food banks to
meet increasing demand. Many report difficulty
keeping up and some have been forced to
close. Every March a “Hunger Count” survey of
unduplicated users is conducted at all distribution
points across Ontario. The March 2012 survey
showed that more new people are clearly in need
and supply is at peril.

We also see how higher income drives higher participation levels in
children’s extra-curricular activities such as team sports, music, dance
and art. This is especially true for activities which require out-of-pocket
expenses such as sports equipment and summer camp fees. Our Kids
Network 2006 survey of parents captures this data:
Licensed Childcare expenses in Burlington are highest in Halton and
represent a major family expense for both single working parents and
couples in Burlington. These are the full day rates from 2006.

Burlington Licensed Daycare Expenses

Feeding our Hungry
Burlington

halton*

disparity	annual**

Infant (12—7 mos)

$64.51

$47.40

+$17.11

$12,371

Toddler (18—36 mos)

$60.80

$40.73

+$20.07

$10,630

Preschool (3—5 yrs)

$52.80

$36.46

+$16.34

$9,516

*Region average | **Based on 261 days annually at Burlington licensed childcare centres

foodbank usage:

According to the local food banks and food
distribution agencies, the need for food continues
to grow. Partnership West Food Bank, is seeing an
average increase of 25% of individuals being served
every year at over 7,000 served. The Salvation Army
estimates that about 3,000 families are being served,
accounting for over 12,000 in need. Almost 60% are
adults, 13% (1,560) teens and 29% (3,480) children.
For many the use of food banks has become a way of
life and a life cycle difficult to break - with over 69%
using a food bank 3 years or more.

“There`s work to be done to bring visibility and voice to poor people who are invisible since we`re
affluent as a community…we`re not paying attention so their struggles are even greater, such as
housing and we don’t feel we need food banks.”

Dr. Will Letts, Associate Professor, Charles Sturt University
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Profile of Poverty in Halton
Food bank users across Halton completed
questionnaires (102 sample) about their
personal and family characteristics, which were
published in 1999 by the Halton Social Planning
Council and Volunteer Centre. The Halton Food
Bank Survey: Alternatives to Dependency,
clarified the basic demographics of people who
need assistance – and, paints the picture of
those in our community who are significantly
socio-economically disadvantaged:

Getting Started: The Face of Newcomers
Between 2001 and 2006 more than 4,000 newcomers settled in Burlington, and those
born in other countries now account for 1 in 5 residents.
Many have United Kingdom and Asia origins, with recent newcomers coming from
Spain, the Middle East and India. There are over 60 languages spoken, with increases
of Spanish, Punjabi, Arabic, and Korean.
Before 2001, many newcomers settled North of the QEW and in recent years in the
Millcroft and Orchard neighbourhoods, and in downtown Burlington.

87% women

66% high school or less education

The majority of recent newcomers are under 40 years of age, many with small children.
Conversely, there are few newcomers that are seniors.

80% have children

41% have household monthly
incomes between $500-$999

Newcomers are well-educated compared to Burlington residents with very strong academic
accomplishments including a university degree, masters and/or doctorate training.

77% are unemployed
70% are on social assistance,
General Welfare, Ontario
Works, Ontario Disability Support
66% have been on assistance
for 3 years or longer

39% are in subsidized housing
34% have disabled
person in family
19% are in poor health

Those waiting for subsidized housing are waiting up to 2 years

Poverty is personal

The median individual
income for newcomers
is about

31%

of newcomers in Burlington
live under the poverty line

50 cents to
every dollar
earned by all
Burlington residents.

tend to have part time jobs without stable,
long-term employment and benefits. Despite
their academic accomplishments.

“I’ve resorted to stealing at times, when the choice
has been between buying medication or milk.”
“I have to water down milk, liquid soaps; I cut
toilet paper in half, keep heat turned down, and
shower three times a week instead of seven.”

Halton Food Bank Study:
Alternatives to Dependency

Newcomers	all residents

shortfall

Total

$17,504

$34,379

$16,875

Male

$24,536

$45,225

$20,689

Female

$14,381

$26,761

$12,380
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Portrait of Youth: Our Future
Children in Burlington are connected, engaged, learning and have strong family ties.
At school age they are active, happy participants in school, recreation and sports
activities. Generally speaking they excel in math and English achievement, which has
seen strong rates of improvement.
However, as our children reach their teenage years (15 years) there are
noticeable changes as they begin to develop into teenagers. In this group we
see decreases in eating breakfast, school engagement, physical activity, selfesteem and increase in bullying. We also see increases in obesity, depression,
drinking, smoking, criminal behaviour and cannabis use.

Both 12 year olds and 15 year olds have thoughts about suicide and
about hurting themselves. These young people are vulnerable and
need to be reached and helped.

Incidents of bullying are a serious concern for both 12 and 15 year
olds, although the rate of bullying decreases as kids become teens.

4/10 twelve year olds

experience bullying.
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Age 12

Age 15

Have too many problems in their life

19%

27%

Thoughts of harming themselves

11%

15%

Thoughts of suicide

6%

11%

Perceptions of Mental Health Severity
Among Children & Youth
According to “Taking Your Pulse Survey” 40% of residents believe mental health issues
are severe amongst children and youth, almost half have no opinion. Despite the gap
in understanding there is a tremendous need in Burlington and Halton at large.

The Reach Out Centre for Kids (ROCK) has experienced dramatic
case load increases with a waiting list of approximately 1.5 years.

“I know I look like a tough guy on TV and that I have it all
together, but in my late teens and early 20s I suffered from
anxiety. Despite my confident smile and public career path,
I spent a few years in a very dark place dealing with severe
anxiety and agoraphobia… It’s something I hope no one ever
experiences, but if they do it’s important to know there are people
and services available to deal with it.”

Bryan Baeumler, Fundraising Spokesperson Reach Out
Centre for Kids (ROCK) and host of HGTV’s House of
Bryan and Disaster DIY
The National Portrait Tells a Similar Story as Burlington
According to Community Foundations of Canada, overall health of youth seems
to be slipping. In their recent national study of youth between 12-19 years, there
was a 20% decline of youth reporting to be in “excellent or very good health”.
Sports participation rates have also declined while obesity rates have tripled in
the past 25 years. Mental disorders in youth are ranked as the second highest
hospital expenditure in Canada.
In Burlington, we face a similar pattern and with it many challenges. Our youth
are more sedentary, they are high users of technology for social interaction and
they are showing the effect of stress and bullying as never before. With these
additional pressures, it’s apparent that many are not coping as well as they should
and are at risk. These new realities and symptoms need to be better understood
and addressed, in order to make our community healthy and supportive to our
children, now and into the future.
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Together. Inspiring an even brighter future.
On behalf of the Burlington Community Foundation, we hope that our
inaugural Vital Signs report provides you with a deeper and more thoughtful
understanding of our city, current issues and opportunities.
We hope that this report will get you talking, inspire you to take action
and help us build an even better city. Most importantly, we hope to spark
collaboration and address the needs, which can be hard to see, identified
in this report.
Looking to the future, together with United Way of Burlington & Greater
Hamilton, in the late fall of 2012, we’re launching a new Community
Leadership Collective. Every three months, we will bring leading charitable
agencies together to discuss issues, opportunities, priorities, and best
practices as well as determine how we can collectively better serve
our community. Consistent with the theme of building brighter futures,
innovateburlington, an initiative launched by Mayor Goldring and managed
by the Burlington Economic Development Corporation, is connecting
recent graduates to local businesses where they can gain meaningful work
experiences and support growth. These are just two examples of inventive
collaborations already underway.
Burlington Community Foundation is committed to keeping the conversation
going. We will be regularly reviewing and reporting and will post surveys
on specific areas on our website. We will share stories with individuals and
organizations. Our website will be a portal for updates and insights, in all areas of
both issues and celebration. Vital Signs is our source document for change.

3380 South Service Road
Burlington, ON L7N 3J5
905 639 0744
info@burlingtonfoundation.org
burlingtonfoundation.org
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Follow @BurlingtonFDN on Twitter
Keep connected on Facebook

With Burlington’s 150th anniversary less than 10 years away, we have built
a community that our 800 founders would surely be proud of. We continue
to welcome new neighbours to a safe and growing city on the shore of Lake
Ontario. And, through Vital Signs and the action it inspires, we invite all
Burlingtonians to imagine our community becoming an even brighter jewel
on the lake.

Glossary
Baby Boomers: A baby boomer is a person who was born during the

Median: This is the number which divides data into two equal groups, half having a

demographic Post-World War II baby boom between the years 1946 and

value above that number, and half having a value below that number.

1964. In 2012, a baby boomer would be someone who is between 48 and 66
years of age.
Food Bank: An organization that provides food and other associated

Newcomers: Statistics Canada defines newcomers as landed immigrants who
came to Canada up to five years prior to a given census year. Some may have
lived elsewhere in Canada before coming to Burlington.

services to individuals and families.
Ontario Municipal Benchmarking Initiative (OMBI) Municipalities:
Food Bank USER: A person who has received food from a food bank on one

These are 15 municipalities in Ontario, representing 9.6 million citizens or 73% of

or more occasions.

the population of Ontario, that collaborate for an annual report that measures,

Food Security: Being ‘food secure’ means that people have access to
sufficient, nutritious food that meets their needs.

shares and compares performance statistics and operational practices. Eight
municipalities are considered single-tier municipalities (the City of Barrie, City
of Greater Sudbury, City of Hamilton, City of London, City of Ottawa, City of

Gross Domestic Product (GDP): This is a measure of the unduplicated

Thunder Bay, City of Toronto, and City of Windsor) and seven are upper-tier

value of all goods and services produced in a year measured at market prices.

(Region of Durham, Halton Region, Niagara Region, District of Muskoka, Region

It is the standard measure of the overall size of the economy. The growth in

of Peel, Region of Waterloo, York Region).

real GDP – that is, GDP after inflation has been taken into account – is often
used as an indicator of the general health of the economy. An increase in real

Seniors: Burlington residents who are 65 years and older.

GDP is interpreted as a sign that the economy is doing well, while a decrease

Unattached Individuals: Non-family persons aged 15 and over living alone

indicates that the economy is not working at its full capacity. Real GDP is

or with others to whom he or she is unrelated, such as roommates or lodgers.

linked to other macro economic variables, such as employment, economic
cycles, productivity, and long-term economic growth.

Visible Minorities: A person or group visibly not part of the majority race of a
given population.

LICO: The “Low Income Threshold” established by Statistics Canada is a
widely recognized approach to estimating the low income threshold below

Youth: Several studies in this report focused on different age groups - 5 year

which a family or individual will likely spend 20% or more than the average on

olds, 12 year olds, 15 year olds, with the Community Foundations of Canada

food, shelter and clothing. This threshold is generally accepted as measures

analysis covering 12 to 19 year olds.

of economic hardship, ie: poverty.
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